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TheRiversider
Welcome to the first newsletter of 2017. This
edition focusses on some recent changes. For
example the website has had a facelift, the church
vision and mission statement has been revised, and
we have a brand new church logo. But first let me
remind you that we have started a monthly evening
service.
It is quite different from our normal Sunday morning
services. For a start, the evening service is very quiet.
Also, we use some written prayers, there is a short
talk which sometimes turns into a discussion, and
there is not usually singing. We do sometimes listen
to music. And recently half of the service was based
around the work of a local Christian artist.

Our website has a new look! The
address is perthriverside.com
Here you’ll find information
about church activities, services
and even staff.
There is also a page to listen to
recent talks and a members area
for important documents and
archived newsletters etc.
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Logo For the last few months we have been
working on a new logo for the church. Here is the
final design, along with an alternative version.
Despite the changes, we’ve kept the tree and
river from the previous logo. Thanks to everyone
who took part in the design process.

Riverside Vision In January 2016 we published a response to the church Vision Day.
This document shared seven aims which had been identified. Since then the leadership
team have worked hard to develop a related vision for the church.

• Grow as Jesus Disciples
• Serve our community
• Pray as a way of life

We have reduced the original seven
aims down to three; grow as Jesus
Disciples, serve our community, pray as
a way of life. The leadership team has
also developed a series of objectives
for each of these aims. For more detail
see the members area of the church
website.

We also identified three values which support these aims, faith, nurture and generosity.
These values describe how we will try and achieve our aims. And finally we decided that
we would revise the church mission statement, to reflect our aims, as follows;

pray serve grow
☆ Saturday

Cafe ☆

In April 2016 we started a cafe
on a Saturday morning. It’s open
from 9.30-11.30 and serves a
mixture of home baking, tea and
coffee.

The cafe is run by

volunteers from the church and it
has been a great way to serve
our local community and
especially the families attending
Perthformance.

you may have missed…

